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ORMONDE MINING
Disclaimer
The content of this document has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended). Reliance on this document for the
purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested.
This document (“Document”), which is personal to the recipient and has been issued by Ormonde Mining plc (“Ormonde” or “the Company”), comprises written materials/slides in the form of a
presentation. It and its contents are confidential and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person or published, in whole or in part for any purpose.
This Document does not constitute an offer or invitation, or a solicitation of any offer or invitation, for the sale or purchase of securities or of any of the assets, business, subsidiaries or undertaking
of the Company
The information in this Document has not been verified and does not purport to be all inclusive. The Company is not undertaking any obligation to provide any additional information or to update
this Document or to correct any inaccuracies that become apparent. This Document is neither a prospectus nor an offer nor an invitation to apply for securities. The information contained in this
Document is for background purposes only and is subject to material updating, completion, revision, amendment and verification.
Some of the statements contained in this release are forward-looking statements, such as estimates and statements that describe the Company's future plans, objectives or goals, including words to
the effect that the Company or management expects a stated condition or result to occur. Since forward-looking statements address future events and conditions, by their very nature, they involve
inherent risks and uncertainties.
While these forward-looking statements, and any assumptions upon which they are based, are made in good faith and reflect our current judgment regarding the direction of our business, actual
results will almost always vary, sometimes materially, from any estimates, predictions, projections, assumptions or other future performance suggestions herein. Except as required by applicable
law or regulation, Ormonde does not intend to update any forward-looking statements to conform these statements to actual results.

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be given by the Company, its subsidiaries, its shareholders or their respective directors, officers, employees or advisers as to the accuracy
or completeness of this Document and, so far as permitted by law, no responsibility or liability is accepted for the accuracy or sufficiency of this Document. In particular, without limitation, no
representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any projection, estimate, target or forecast in this Document, which it should be noted is provided for illustrative
purposes only.
This Document is being distributed only (i) in the United Kingdom to persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the UK Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) the ("Promotion Order"), (ii) in the United Kingdom to persons of a kind described in Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the
Promotion Order (“high net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc”), (iii) persons outside the United Kingdom or or (iv) in the United Kingdom to persons to whom an invitation or
inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of section 21 of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) in connection with the issue or sale of any securities may
otherwise lawfully be communicated or caused to be communicated or (v) to persons to whom it may otherwise be lawful to distribute it (all such persons together being referred to as "relevant
persons"). This Document is directed only at relevant persons and must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. It is intended only for the use of the persons to whom
it is addressed. Other persons distributing this Document must satisfy themselves that it is lawful to do so. Recipients in jurisdictions outside the United Kingdom should inform themselves about
and observe any applicable legal or regulatory requirements in relation to the distribution or possession of this Document to or in that jurisdiction.
It is a condition of your receiving this Document that you fall within, and you warrant to the Company that you fall within, one of the categories of person described above.
This Document is not for distribution in or into the United States, Canada, Australia, Japan or their respective territories or possessions, or any other jurisdiction where local laws or regulations may
result in a risk of civil, regulatory or criminal exposure or prosecution if this document is sent or made available to a person in that jurisdiction (a "Restricted Jurisdiction"). Accordingly, copies of this
Document are not being, and must not be, directly or indirectly, mailed or otherwise forwarded, distributed or sent in, into or from the United States, Canada, Australia, Japan or their respective
territories or possessions, or for the account or benefit of, any resident of the United States, Canada, Australia or Japan or their respective territories or possessions, or any other Restricted
Jurisdiction and persons receiving this Document must not mail or otherwise distribute or send it in, into or from such jurisdictions.
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Company snapshot
Ormonde in brief

Significant shareholders
Shareholder

% (Mar 2017)

 Listed in Dublin (ESM) and London (AIM) with a market
capitalisation of ~ £6.7M*

M&G Investment Management

8.97%

Thomas Anderson

8.68%

 Ticker = ORM

Rathbone Brothers plc

4.98%

Directors & Families

2.88%

 Issued shares: 472.5M

Share price: 1.42p*

 Spanish focused, 3 projects
 Barruecopardo Tungsten Project
– advancing
development of Project. Mining concession and project
funding in place

Project locations

 Salamanca and Zamora gold projects – in JV
Gold Projects

 La Zarza copper-gold project – seeking value through
divestment

Barruecopardo

SPAIN
SPAIN
La Zarza

* At 15 March 2017
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Tungsten
Tungsten (chemical symbol W) is a metal with outstanding properties:
 Highest melting point (3,400°C) and tensile strength of all metals
 Second strongest material after diamond
 Unique properties and limited substitutability makes tungsten critical for many
industries (including automotive and aerospace)
Key applications:
 Cemented carbides used in drilling tools and wear-resistant parts (55%)
 Alloy steels & alloys used primarily in tools (21%)
 Fabricated tungsten products such as electrical and electronic contacts (18%)
 Chemical applications and products (6%)
Tungsten Pricing:
 Tungsten concentrate (containing WO3) produced by miners and refined by
processors into Ammonium Para Tungstate (APT)
 APT prices quoted in metric tonne units or mtu of WO3 (1 mtu = 10kg)
 APT price in Mar 2017 ~US$215 per mtu (or US$21,500 per tonne)
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Price trough – Good time to be developing

2
1

3
4

Source: Metal Bulletin

1. Chinese domestic demand increases and export quotas coming into effect
2. Price rebound after GFC, plus stockpiling
3. General weakening of commodity price environment
4. Destocking, plus rising demand some sectors
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Supply
Supply and
and demand
demand

Supply Side - Tightening

Demand Side - Growth

 China: Restrictions on new mine permits

 Growth in primary W demand correlates closely
to global GDP growth

 China: Higher costs, lower grade, deeper
mining
 China: Producers cutting production in
response to low prices
 Non-China: Extremely difficult funding
environment
 Non-China: Hemerdon (2700t W) coming
online, but some mature operations (20002500t W) closed/reduced

 Global GDP growth estimated 3.4% for 2017
rising to 3.6% for 2018 (IMF)
 Automotive & Aerospace (larger consumers)
both estimated to grow by 5% 2017-19 (Argus
Media Ltd)
 2.5% demand growth in W equates to ~1 x new
Barruecopardo required each year
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Location
PROJECT
– Good
LOCATION
infrastructure
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Operations – Low risk
 DFS Completed, Permits & Funding in place, Land access achieved:
Initial 9 yr mine life (2,600t WO3 or 260,000 mtu/year steady state)
Environmental and Mining Permits in place
Access achieved to all lands required to commence
 Simple Mining:
Open-pit, contract mining, utilising and benefiting from experienced
contractors in the region

mining

 Simple Processing:
Simple gravity processing (proven technology) provides for an efficient plant (nominal
1.1mtpa) with added benefit of ~40% spare capacity
•

Reduces startup risk

•

Enables subsequent expansion

Water management system
Waste dumps
Plant
Haul road
New pit shell

Cleaner Concentrate from Jig Testwork
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Capex and Opex costs - Exceptional
Project Opex

Project Capex
EURm

Plant Engineering & Construction
Project Services (land, power-line, etc.)
Water Management Scheme
Mining Preparation

32.5
4.5
9.9
4.3

Project Opex

USD/mtu

EUR/mtu

%

Mining (Ore)

19.1

17.4

17%

Mining (Waste)*

70.4

64.0

62%

Processing

18.7

17.0

16%

5.6

5.1

5%

113.9

103.5

100%

G&A
Total Opex

Environment

0.4

Owners costs (Gen & Admin, Comms, PM)
Total Capex

1.9
53.6

*Strip ratio ore to waste of 6.3:1

• Exceptional Capex per mtu versus undeveloped projects
• Exceptional Opex versus both developed and undeveloped projects
Source: Cost estimates following basic engineering stage. Assumes EUR/USD exchange rate of ~1.10
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Oaktree project financing

Comprehensive Funding Package
 USD 99.7 million package, split favourably between -

Equity US$ 44.2 million

Debt of US$ 55.5 million

 Ormonde retains 30% of a fully funded project, Oaktree 70%

Flexible Debt Facility
 Flexible repayment terms allow for:
o cash to be retained within the business and applied towards the development of a potential underground mining
Stage 2 expansion

o the option of dividends during the term of the facility

Management Fee
 Ormonde will receive an annual management fee of €1.0 million covering Ormonde’s current working capital
requirements

Value Addition
 €3.2 million budget allocated for drilling and studies focussed on extending mine life significantly
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OnProject
the move
Outline
– Recent
Timeline
achievements
Achievements – 2016 and Early 2017
 Permissions: Water use license - Received

 Land: Exercise of Land Option to Purchase Agreements – Completed
 Land: Access to all lands under compulsory acquisition - Received
 Engineering: Final geotechnical site investigations, Dam construction engineering – Completed
 Engineering: Detailed process plant engineering work– Well advanced
 Procurement: +10M€ committed in equipment purchases - Ongoing
 Services: Potable waterline and HV powerline conduit - Installed
 Construction Readiness: Construction Management Contract – Awarded

 Construction Readiness: All Environmental Bonds – Placed
 Construction Readiness: Compensating by-pass road, site access roads, laydown areas and principle drainage
controls – Completed
 Construction Readiness: Perimeter access road and fencing, preliminary environmental works – Underway
 Construction: Site clearing and levelling - Underway
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OnProject
the move
Outline
– On Timeline
the ground activities
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Project
Project
outline
Outline
timeline
Timeline

H1 2016

H2 2016

H1 2017

H2 2017

H1 2018

H2 2018

PLANT ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
Detailed Engineering
Procurement
Construction and Installation
Commissioning
LAND
Compulsory Acquisition
WATER MANAGEMENT
Construction and Pit Dewatering
MINING PREPARATION
Mining and Fill for ROM, haulage roads, contractor mob
Commence Open Pit Mining
OTHER
Site Services
Environmental Compensating Measures
PRODUCTION
Production
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Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves

Total Mineral Resources
Category

Tonnes (millions)

Grade (WO3%)

Contained WO3 (mtu)

Measured

5.47

0.34

1.86 million

Indicated

12.33

0.26

3.20 million

Inferred

9.59

0.23

2.20 million

Total

27.39

0.26

7.12 million

Category

Tonnes (millions)

Grade (WO3%)

Contained WO3 (mtu)

Proven

4.96

0.33

1.64 million

Probable

3.73

0.26

0.98 million

8.69

0.30

2.61 million

Ore Reserves within the Open Pit

Total

Source: CSA Global
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Expansion potential - Significant

Barruecopardo resource in red and open pit shell in blue – view looking upwards ( and west) towards ground surface

Significant potential to extend life of mine, increase production:
 Planned open pit captures only ~40% of current total Resources

 Deposit open along strike and at depth
 Clear potential to considerably extend mine life
 Drilling programme recently completed represents initial step in realising this potential

Processing plant has 40% inbuilt spare capacity
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Expansion - 2000m drilling program completed May’16:

 Aim: Confirm mineralisation extensions at depth beneath central part of planned pit, plus follow-up on
potentially expanded zone under shallow Northern end of pit.
 Key Results:
 BAR83: 23m @ 0.26% WO3 from 172m and 5m @ 1.95% WO3 from 404m
 BAR85: 25m @ 0.21% WO3 from 334m
 BAR86: 6m @ 2.59% WO3 from 253m
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Expansion potential – First results

Drill rig operating during drilling program

Coarse grained tungsten mineralisation from recent drilling program

Core logging during recent drilling program
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Expansion potential – Underground (stage 2)
Conceptual Underground Access & Development
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Expansion potential - Satellites
Satellite Mineralisation on Mining Concession & Surrounding Permits
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Growth

Barruecopardo Growth Strategy
1.

Deliver stable production based on the Barruecopardo DFS

2.

Increase production and mine life through the investigation and evaluation of depth extensions to
current resource with objective of establishing an underground (Stage 2) mine

3.

Potential further expansion through investigation of known satellite mineralisation
•

within Mining Concession (Valdegallegos), and

•

multiple potentially significant satellite mineralisation outside Mining Concession
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Ormonde Mining - Focused

Focused on

 Shareholder Value
 Bringing Barruecopardo Project online - on budget
 Aggressively growing the value of the Barruecopardo asset

 Actively seeking growth opportunities
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